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Abstract
In this paper, we introduce the notion of proof animation, which is a new application of the
principle of “Curry–Howard isomorphism” to formal proof development. Logically, proof anima-
tion is merely a contrapositive of “proofs as programs”, which is an application of Curry–Howard
isomorphism to formal program development. Nonetheless, this new perspective is completely
di0erent. The motivation, aims, problems, and a prototype tool under development are presented
in this paper. We also discuss possibility of “proof engineering” guided by the Curry–Howard
isomorphism. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A methodology for executing formal proofs as programs is known as “proofs as
programs” or “constructive programming”. “Proofs as programs” is a way to certify
the correctness of programs by the correctness of the formal proofs. A program is
correct if it is extracted from a checked formal proof or is a proof itself.
On the other hand, proof animation is a way to :nd errors in formal proofs by
executing programs. A proof is incorrect if a bug is found in the program extracted
from the proof. Although it is only the contrapositive of proofs as programs, proof
animation appears to open an entirely new area of research in proof construction.
The aim of this paper is to introduce the concept of proof animation and to present
its aims, motivations, and problems. We will also report on ProofWorks, a prototype
system for proof animation. The di0erence in the designs of ProofWorks and PX,
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which is a system for proofs as programs, serves to illustrate the di0erence between
proof animation and proofs as programs.
2. Introducing proof animation
In spite of widespread suspicions and criticisms, formal proof developments seem to
be becoming a reality. Several sizable formal proofs, like Shankar’s proof of GIodel’s
incompleteness theorem [21], have been published and several groups are building
libraries of formalized mathematics and computer science proofs using proof checkers
like Coq, HOL, and Mizar [4, 13, 16].
However, the construction of large formal proofs is still very costly. The construction
of formal proofs is achieved only through the labor of dedicated individuals, which is
much more time consuming and costly than program development.
Why is this so?
One reason is the lack of a means of testing proofs. Testing programs by example is
less reliable than verifying programs formally. It is practically impossible to eliminate
all the bugs in a complicated program by testing alone. Veri:cation is superior to
testing to achieve “distilled-water correctness”, correctness to the same degree of purity
as distilled water.
However, testing is a much easier and more eNcient way to :nd, say, 60% or 70%
of the bugs. Since most software only needs to be correct to the same purity as tap
water, testing is still the standard way of debugging, rather than veri:cation.
Recall that there is no similar easy option for checking proofs. We can only use
formal proof checking, which is reliable, but diNcult and cumbersome. Why not use
a method that is less reliable, but easier and manageable? Such a methodology may
improve the performance of proof checkers.
To :nd such method for checking proofs, we developed the equation
X
formal checking of proofs
=
testing programs by examples
formal veri:cation of programs
:
The meaning of this equation should be clear, since formal proof checking is analogous
to program veri:cation.
This equation is easily solved using Curry–Howard isomorphism, a mathemati-
cal theory bridging functional programs and proofs. Curry–Howard isomorphism and
related notions such as realizability interpretations provide ways to identify programs
with constructive proofs, and types with formulas.1 This notion is also called “proofs
as programs” or “formulas as types”. Curry–Howard isomorphism provides a means
to obtain, and even execute, constructive proofs.
1 Technically, Curry–Howard isomorphism and realizability interpretation are di0erent. For lack of a good
general name, however, we will call any notion relating proofs and programs, and formulas and types Curry–
Howard isomorphism.
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By identifying programs with proofs via Curry–Howard isomorphism, the solution
of the equation is
X = testing proofs by examples:
Testing proofs by examples means “executing” proofs using examples to see whether
they run as expected. We call this solution proof animation, “testing proofs by exam-
ples”, or simply “testing proofs”.
2.1. An example of proof animation
A famous puzzle about mathematical induction can be used as an example to illus-
trate proof animation. Consider the following proposition:
Let a1; : : : ; an be white or black marbles in a bag. Then they are all the same
color.
Of course, this is false, but, we now “prove” it by mathematical induction on n. If n
is 1, i.e., only one marble is in the bag, then all the marbles are the same color. Next,
we assume that the proposition holds for n marbles and prove the proposition for n+1
marbles. To apply the induction hypothesis, we divide the marbles into the following
two groups:
group A
︷ ︸︸ ︷
a1; a2; : : : ; an; an+1
︸ ︷︷ ︸
group B
Since group A has exactly n members, the marbles in group A are all the same color.
Similarly, the marbles in group B are the same color. Since an is a member of both
groups, all the marbles are the same color.
Of course, this proof is incorrect. There must be a bug somewhere in the proof.
Where is it?
One way to :nd the bug in this pseudo-proof is to make a “test run”. Consider an
example for which the proposition is false, e.g.,
• • ◦
We apply the argument for the proof to this particular example. Then groups A and B
consist of the following:
group A
︷ ︸︸ ︷• • ◦
︸ ︷︷ ︸
group B
In this particular case, the proposition is incorrect for group B. Therefore, as an
immediate consequence of the induction hypothesis, we go on to inspect the proposition
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for group B. Now, the new groups A and B are as follows:
group A
︷︸︸︷• ◦
︸︷︷︸
group B
The proposition holds for these groups A and B. This illustrates inferring an incorrect
case from a correct case of induction. Therefore, something is incorrect.
Recall that we used a lemma “an belongs to both groups”, which consists of two
smaller lemmas “an belongs to group A” and “an belongs to group B”. Checking these
lemmas for the current case for groups A and B, we :nd that the latter lemma is
incorrect. In this case, n+ 1=2 and an is a1 =•. Thus a1 does not belong to group
B {a2}= {◦}. This is the bug that we were seeking.
Proof animation uses this type of approach to understand a proof and :nd bugs
by executing proofs. The bug in the pseudo-proof can also be found using a static
analysis of inference steps of the proof. Such a static analysis is comparable with
a static analysis of a program used to locate bugs solely within its text. However,
programmers prefer test runs with a debugger to a static analysis, since it is easier,
more manageable, and often more e0ective. The example just presented is just such a
test run of the proof.
2.2. The same example using Curry–Howard isomorphism
In the example just discussed, we intuitively executed a pseudo-proof. The execution
was guided by intuition about the Row of inferences of the informal proof. We now
show that it can also be performed for a formalized version of the pseudo-proof by
Curry–Howard isomorphism.
First, we formalize the argument of the pseudo-proof. The argument works for :nite
numbers of marbles with in:nitely many possible colors. The marbles in a bag are
represented by a :nite sequence. Thus, we can reformulate the pseudo-theorem as “all
elements of a :nite sequence of natural numbers a1; a2; : : : ; an are the same natural
number”.
In this case, by using natural numbers Nat= {1; 2; : : :} a :nite sequence a1; a2; : : : ; an
can be modeled with a function f∈Nat→Nat and two numbers i∈Nat and n∈Nat
such that
a1 = f(i); a2 = f(i + 1); : : : ; an = f(i + n− 1): (1)
Thus, we formulate the following pseudo-theorem:
∀f ∈ Nat → Nat:∀n ∈ Nat:
∀i ∈ Nat:∀k ∈ Nat | i6k6i + n− 1:f(i) = f(k): (2)
The vertical stroke | stands for “such that” as in Z-notation. Thus, k is an element of
Nat such that i6k6i + n− 1.
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Fig. 1. Induction step.
We :x f∈Nat→Nat and prove the proposition by mathematical induction on n.
Assume n=1 holds. If i6k6i + n − 1 holds, then k is i. Thus, the proposition is
proved trivially for the base case.
Next, we prove the case of n+ 1, from the induction hypothesis
∀i ∈ Nat:∀k ∈ Nat | i6k6i + n− 1:f(i) = f(k): (3)
Fix a number i0 ∈Nat. Then, from (3), we will prove
∀k ∈ Nat | i06k6i0 + (n+ 1)− 1:f(i0) = f(k): (4)
To do so, we derive the following “virtual induction hypotheses” by instantiating i of
(3) with i0 and i0 + 1:
∀k ∈ Nat | i06k6i0 + n− 1:f(i0) = f(k); (5)
∀k ∈ Nat | i0 + 16k6(i0 + 1) + n− 1:f(i0 + 1) = f(k): (6)
Note that these two equations correspond to the assumptions in the previous section
that the proposition holds for groups A and B. Then we use the lemmas “Lemma A:
an belongs to group A” and “Lemma B: an belongs to group B”. Following (1), an is
formally expressed as f(i+n−1), and groups A and B are given by {f(k) | i6k6i+
n−1} and {f(k) | i+16k6(i+1)+n−1}, respectively. Thus these lemmas become
∀i ∈ Nat:∀n ∈ Nat:i6i + n− 16i + n− 1; (7)
∀i ∈ Nat:∀n ∈ Nat:i + 16i + n− 16(i + 1) + n− 1: (8)
The instantiations of (7) and (8) by i0 ∈Nat are written as (7′) and (8′). Then, we
can conclude (4) from the virtual induction hypotheses (5) and (6) with (7′) and (8′).
This proof of the induction step is illustrated in Fig. 1, which shows the initial
sequent, cut, universal elimination, universal introduction, and two unproved lemmas
surrounded by square brackets. Universal introduction and elimination are with typing,
and cut is extended so that 1; : : : ; n,  
B is inferred from i 
Ai (i=1; : : : ; n) and
A1; : : : ; An,  
B. In the :gure, we denote the formulas derived above by their numbers,
and the type declaration “f∈Nat→Nat, n∈Nat” by 1, and “1, i0 ∈Nat” by 2.
There are several ways to associate programs to this proof. Here, we use a variant
of modi:ed realizability that is essentially the same as that used in the current version
of ProofWorks. (See Section 5 for a brief account.)
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The program associated with this proof is
i0 ∈ Nat:p(xI (i0); xI (i0 + 1); xA(i0); xB(i0));
where xI is a variable of the type of Nat→Nat→U →U, U is a type that consists of
only one datum ( ), p is a function with 4 arguments associated with the conclusion
of the proof , xA and xB are variables of the type Nat→Nat→U , which is the type
of the two unproved lemmas.
The introduction of the four-argument function p is not trivial. Introducing a function
as a subprogram or a module roughly corresponds to introducing a lemma. Thus, the
introduction of p is justi:ed, by supposing that the conclusion of the proof  is
declared as a lemma in the entire proof. This tactic is not necessary, but is natural and
simpli:es the explanation below.
Let base be the program associated with the proof of the base case of the induction.
Then the program extracted from the entire pseudo-proof is
f ∈ Nat → Nat:n ∈ Nat:g(n; f);
where g is recursively de:ned by
g(1; f) = base;
g(n+ 1; f) = let xI = g(n; f) in
i0 ∈ Nat: p(xI (i0); xI (i0 + 1); xA(i0); xB(i0)):
The function g(n; f) returns a function of the type Nat→Nat→U →U . Roughly, U
corresponds to type void in the language C. Thus, we may write g(n; f)(i)(k)( ) for
the applications of i; k ∈Nat and ( )∈U to g(n; f). It is a program of void type and it
should return the value ( )∈U , when i∈Nat and i6k6i+ n− 1 hold. The argument
( ) now represents the fact that the inequality i6k6i + n− 1 holds.
We run g for the example n=3, i0 = 1 and f(1)= 1, f(2)= 1, f(3)= 0; : : : . Con-
sidering 1 as a black marble and 0 as a white marble, this simply corresponds to the
example we just considered.
We assume that the subproof  has been completed and p has been extracted from
it. On the other hand, the two Lemmas (7) and (8) have not been proved. Therefore,
the program contains two unimplemented functions, xA and xB, as variables. We assume
that the lemmas hold. Thus, we substitute functions that always return. Since these are
the only two unproved parts, they could hide the bug. Therefore, we trace xA and xB,
or to be precise, we trace functions xA(i0) and xB(i0) in the actual arguments of p.
Tracing the function g, which represents the mathematical induction, does not pro-
vide enough information, since the formal induction does not represent the intended
induction structure. Recall that we called (5) and (6) the virtual induction hypothe-
ses. These are the induction hypotheses, which we intend to trace. Since they corre-
spond to xI (i0) and xI (i0 + 1) in the body of g, we trace these two calls of the local
function xI .
Using the proof and program association described in Section 5 as components of
ProofWorks, these subprograms can be chosen for tracing just by specifying the proof
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lines (5) and (6) to be traced, e.g., by clicking mouse. Similarly, xA(i0) and xB(i0)
can be traced by clicking on (7′) and (8′) in the proof. Thus, trace-points can be
established without looking at the extracted program.
With these trace-points, we evaluate the program using the call-by-value strategy.
Ignoring the returned values, the trace of the evaluation looks like the following:
01 xI n=2 i0 = 1
02 xI n=1 i0 = 1
03 xI n=1 i0 + 1=2
04 xA i0 = 1
05 xB i0 = 1
06 xI n=2 i0 + 1=2
07 xI n=1 i0 = 2
08 xI n=1 i0 + 1=3
09 xA i0 = 2
10 xB i0 = 2
11 xA i0 = 1
12 xB i0 = 1
Each line represents a call of one of the functions xI , xA, or xB. The equations to the
right of the functions represent the value of the variable n and the actual parameters
when the function is called.
Lines 01 and 06 represent the induction hypothesis for bags “f(1)= 1; f(2)= 1” and
“f(2)= 1; f(3)= 0”, respectively. Since the theorem does not hold for the second bag,
we go on to lines 07–10 to trace it. Lines 07 and 08 represent the cases “f(2)= 1” and
“f(3)= 0”. The theorem holds for both cases, since they are singleton bags. Thus, we
have found the point where correct premises (07, 08) imply a wrong conclusion (06).
The wrong inference is performed by p with the help of two Lemmas, (7′) and (8′).
Therefore, one of the lemmas must be wrong. The value of i0 in (7′) and (8′) is 2
in lines 09 and 10. Thus, we check the following instantiations of (7′) and (8′) using
i0 = 2, and :nd that the second one is wrong:
∀n ∈ Nat: 262 + n− 162 + n− 1;
∀n ∈ Nat: 2 + 162 + n− 16(2 + 1) + n− 1:
Note that the conclusions of (7′) and (8′) are mechanically checkable, as their quan-
ti:ers are bound. Thus, it is possible to attach the truth value of the lemmas to each
line in the trace above headed by xA or xB. Then the location of the bug will be found
instantly.
2.3. Another example from the real world
Although the example above is suggestive, it is trivial. Readers might doubt the
usefulness of proof animation for developing sizable proofs. In order to clear such
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doubts, we now report an actual application of proof animation, used more than 10
years ago.
In 1986, the :rst author developed some formal proofs with PX systems [12] to
show that program extraction, i.e. proofs as programs, really is possible. The aim was
not proof development itself, but to extract veri:ed programs from proofs developed.
The largest proof development directed toward that aim was a proof of the com-
pleteness theorem of classical propositional logic, which was reported in Appendix B
of [12] in detail.
First, a sequent calculus of propositional logic and a truth-de:nition function for the
sequents were de:ned. Then the following theorem was formally proved with PX:
For any sequent S, S is provable in the formal system of the sequent calculus or
refutable by an assignment of truth values to propositional variables.
What is extracted from the proof is a deterministic prover (tautology checker) of
propositional logic. If the input is a tautological sequent, the prover returns a proof,
and if not, it returns a refutation (counterexample).
The proof was written in a primitive mathematical vernacular, which, incidentally,
was similar to that used in the Mizar proof article. The proof was far from complete: 27
unproved lemmas (goals) were used. Nonetheless, the PX system was able to extract
a prover from the incomplete proof. It was capable of extracting programs from a
formal proof under development, if the subgoals (unproved lemmas) did not contain any
computational content, such as lemmas with no positive occurrences of disjunction and
existential quanti:er. When these lemmas are proved, the extracted prover is veri:ed.
Speci:cally, the lemmas are just like the veri:cation conditions for Hoare logic.
Before proving the lemmas, Hayashi ran the extracted program on some examples.
It should not have contained any bugs, since it was extracted from a proof. To his
surprise, however, the value returned for the :rst example was incorrect. Since the
proof checker of PX was rather reliable, it was apparent that something was wrong
with the unproved lemmas. Hayashi inspected the list of unproved lemmas that PX
generated and found some errors in the lemmas. He :xed them, rewrote the proof,
extracted a program, and ran it. Another bug occurred! He repeated this process until
he could not :nd any more bugs by testing the extracted program, :nding several bugs
in the process. The whole process only took a few days, and the task of debugging
a proof by testing the program without appealing to formal rules of logic was very
enjoyable – like programming.
Then, the lemmas were formally checked by H. Nakano. This required about one
month. In the process, only one additional bug was found in the structure of applica-
tions of the proofs and it was easily :xed. If the proof had been sent to Nakano before
cleaning via proof animation, it would have taken much more time to :nish the proof,
because Hayashi found many bugs. After this experience, all proof=program develop-
ments using the PX system were performed in this way. For example, the Chinese
remainder theorem, also reported in the same book, was developed using this method
of proof animation.
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The bugs that proof animation found with the PX system involved de:nitions,
lemmas, and the structure of the proofs. These facts strongly suggest that proof ani-
mation can be quite useful in formal program development in order to solve problems
involving semantic bugs in the proofs.
3. Remarks
This section contains some comments on proof animation. We will discuss the
limitations and diNculties of formalization, and how the proof animation technique may
help to overcome these obstacles. Animation techniques have been used to overcome
the obstacles in formal methods. Proof animation can be considered as the application
of such a technique to proof development. We will also explain what the “proof” in
proof animation means.
3.1. Limitations of formalization and speci9cation animation
The examples presented above use proof animation for partial proofs under deve-
lopment. Although this is the main intended application, the proof animation technique
may even be useful for the validation of fully formalized proofs.
Bugs can exist even in fully formalized proofs, since the correctness of formalization
cannot be formally certi:ed. Among researchers of formal methods, this issue is known
as the limitation of formalization. Cohn emphasized the importance of this issue, and
analyzed it by reporting examples from the Viper processor veri:cation project [5]. He
reported that errors were found in the speci9cations of the processor. Since software and
hardware are installed or manufactured from the speci:cations, incorrect speci:cations
result in incorrect products. By de:nition, however, the product is correct, since it
meets the speci:cations, even if it is does not meet the intentions or requirements.
Formal logic cannot tell us that a speci:cation does not meet intentions, since
intention is beyond the realm of formal logic. In this sense, formal logic is useless
for making certain things in real life. This paradox is analogous to one pointed out by
philosophers like Kripke. He claimed that there is no way to give meaning to words
in natural languages, since we can change the de:nition or usage of the words. This
is known as “the Wittgensteinian paradox” [15].
Of course, these are exaggerations from a practical point of view. In reality, formal
logic is useful for making things extremely certain, although it may fail to achieve
100% certainty. Hundred percent certainty is a fantasy in real life anyway. Even if
your software is 100% correct, someone may stumble on the cable of your PC and
pull out the plug.
In real life, the “correctness” of products with respect to the intentions of engineers or
clients is checked through validation processes using some empirical or social process
like testing. For this reason, formal methods use a technique of animation. In this
sense, animation executes speci:cations in some way to see whether they meet the
intentions, just as we test programs by executing them on examples. Diller’s textbook
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[7] shows animation of Z notation speci:cations via Haskell language. A number of
animation tools for VDM, B-method, and Z notation have been developed and are
integrated in commercially available tools, e.g., B-Toolkit.
Animation in formal methods is a means of executing speci:cations to see whether
they meet intentions. Therefore, it is called “animation of speci:cation” or “speci:cation
animation”. In the same vein, our technique of proof animation executes proofs to see
whether they meet intentions. Since we execute a proof and not a speci:cation, we
call this “animation of proofs” or “proof animation”.
3.2. Animation of de9nitions, statements, and deductions
It must be emphasized that we are using the word “proof” in a very broad sense.
Often, proofs are identi:ed only with deductions, by which we mean chains of
inferences. We do not take this position. Proofs are intricate complexes of de:nitions,
statements, and deductions of theorems and lemmas. It is often diNcult to distinguish
these three from each other. Some notions are de:ned through deductions of their well
de:nedness. If a de:nition used in a lemma is wrong, the lemma is also wrong. The
error in the de:nition may come from miscomprehension of an informal deduction of
the lemma to be formalized.
The proof animation we presented in Section 2.1 is an animation of deduction.
Executing a program extracted via Curry–Howard isomorphism could simulate the Row
of logic in a chain, or more exactly a tree, of inferences. We can call this deduction
animation.
Deduction animation was the original motivation for proof animation. However,
deduction animation is not proof animation. Deduction animation is only a part of
proof animation. The majority of bugs found via proof animation using the PX system
reported in Section 2.3 were errors in de9nitions and the statements of lemmas.
It is apparent that de9nition animation will be useful for formalizing concepts. The
animation of statements and de:nitions via model checking or related techniques, e.g.,
abstract interpretation, will be a powerful tool for proof animation.
At the end of the example, we noted that if the validity of the statements in (7′)
and (8′) are mechanically checkable using a tracer or debugger of proof animation, the
bug can be located instantly. Mechanizing such validity checks can be considered as
statement animation.
If we had performed statement animation on every lemma used in the pseudo-proof,
we would have found the bug in Lemma B without deduction animation. Note that even
the formalized pseudo-proof is itself unnecessary for statement animation. A formalized
statement of Lemma B is suNcient.
In the same vein, animating the statements of lemmas or theorems before starting a
proof would be very useful, since theorems can be easily misstated in the real practice
of formal proof development.
Let us examine a typical example of such a mistake, found in a report of a demon-
stration of the Mizar system by Rudnicki [20]. In the demo, he was asked to prove
∀x∈N:9b(n)¿n for a Fibonacci sequence 9b(n) de:ned as 9b(0)= 0; 9b(1)= 1 and
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9b(n+2)= 9b(n+1)+9b(n). This is unprovable, since 9b(2)¡2. However, Rudnicki
reported that none of the proof checking experts or computer scientists participating
in the demo recognized this until the :nal stage of proof development. The error was
only noticed when they tried to prove the corresponding case in the late stage of the
proof.
We may say, as Rudnicki noted, that proof checking found the bug in the ill-stated
theorem. However, the bug might have been found more quickly by running the goal
∀x∈N:9b(n)¿n for some :rst n’s before starting the proof. Finding such a small error
only through the failure of its logical deduction is costly.
Finally, it is worth pointing out that deduction animation such as used in Section 2.1
is indispensable, even if theorem animation can :nd bugs such as Lemma B. One reason
is that model checking cannot check theorems on in:nite objects. More importantly, it
is practically impossible to check all subcomponents of proofs before integrating them.
We do not :nd bugs in programs by checking all of the subprograms. It is often easier
to :nd bugs in subprograms through bugs in the superprograms, by tracing back a Row
of errors from the output to the input, just as in the marble example. The animation
of deductions, statements, and de:nitions is complementary.
4. The problem of classical proof execution
Many problems must be solved to achieve the concept of proof animation. For
example, we do not know how to debug proofs. Is tracing proofs di0erent from tracing
programs? What kind of tools and techniques are necessary? Such problems will only
be solved through case studies, such as the marble example in Section 2.2. Therefore,
we are developing a prototype proof animation tool. Developing such a system and
accumulating experience is the central task of our proof animation project.
Nonetheless, there is a fundamental theoretical problem that must be solved to
achieve proof execution. This is the problem of classical proof execution. The idea
of proof animation is based on the Curry–Howard isomorphism. This principle as-
sociates constructive proofs and programs. However, most proofs in mathematics are
non-constructive. The application domain of proof animation would be very limited
if it were not used to execute classical proofs. This is the main reason that the :rst
author did not take his idea of proof animation seriously, although the PX project
demonstrated its e0ectiveness in the 1980s.
Some systematic way to “run classical proofs” like Curry–Howard isomorphism for
constructive proofs was inevitable. Some years after the PX project, Tim GriNn [8]
showed that classical propositional proofs are related to programs with continuation in
a manner similar to Curry–Howard isomorphism. Continuation is a standard control
mechanism in functional programming. After this epochal work, many interesting works
on classical proof execution appeared. Among these, some encouraging results for proof
animation have been reported, as mentioned below.
Before explaining these results, we will clarify what kind of classical proof we
plan to animate. Animation may be totally irrelevant for some mathematical proofs.
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For example, some proofs in transcendental set theory, general topology, and abstract
algebra using the axiom of choice may be diNcult to animate. Animation would not be
applicable to every proof, just like tracing is not very useful for debugging some kinds
of programs. We must know when it is useful. This is important even for animation
of constructive proofs, but it is particularly important for classical proof animation.
Proofs in computer science and the theory of algorithms, which seem to be the
main application of formal methods, tend to be constructive, since their objective is
often discrete and :nite. Nonetheless, even in such areas, sometimes non-constructive
arguments are used in critical ways. Typical examples are the properties of concur-
rent algorithms, like the Dekker algorithm and Peterson’s algorithm, and theorems like
Higman’s lemma in combinatorics. Since non-determinism is involved in concurrency
problems, it is impossible to estimate when and where progress occurs. Thus, prop-
erties like liveness and fairness tend to be proved in a non-constructive way. These
properties require that something happens eventually. This is argued non-constructively
by “assuming that the event never takes place is contradictory, thus it eventually
happens”. Similarly, there are many theorems in combinatorics asserting that some-
thing is eventually found. A typical example is Higman’s lemma.
The prime target of classical proof animation is to animate proofs of these kinds
of :nite and discrete mathematics. These problems belong to the class of problems
called 02 , which theories of classical proof execution normally treat. For the case of
combinatorics, some positive results of program extraction from classical proofs have
been reported in [10, 3]. They reported that algorithms computing solutions of Higman’s
lemma have been extracted from classical proofs.
The above works are based along the lines of GriNn’s work. Berardi and his students
[1] are developing techniques that add computational content to classical proofs in a
very di0erent way, using game semantics. They have been able to associate a natural
search algorithm, :nding the number n∈Nat making f(n) the minimum value, with the
standard classical proof of ∀f∈Nat→Nat:∃n∈Nat:∀x∈Nat:f(n)6f(x). Although
they have not been applied to proof animation, these algorithms extracted from classical
proofs are clues to proof animation in the area of :nite mathematics. It is not yet known
if similar results can be obtained for concurrent algorithms.
Finding appropriate frameworks for classical proof execution for proof animation
and ways to implement it on computers are challenging theoretical problems to be
solved. Although we have not found the ultimate answer, we are now investigating
two possible candidates for proof animation. One is Berardi’s interpretation mentioned
above. Our :rst goal is to implement his examples on computer. The other is Ogata’s
work [17], which relates the classical sequent calculi LKT=LKQ of Danos et al. [6] and
Parigot’s -calculus for classical proof execution [19]. The proof animation tool Proof-
Works is now based on constructive sequent calculus and realizability interpretation.
It is planned to extend it to LKT=LKQ-style classical sequent calculus and Ogata’s
interpretation using his version of -calculus.
Finally, we will remark on the algorithmic contents of proofs and proof animation.
To animate a proof, it is not necessary for the proof to have an algorithmic content in
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the sense of proofs as programs. The marble example in Section 2.2 does not have
any algorithmic content from that perspective. Since it is a non-informative type of
formula, systems like PX and Coq do not associate any meaningful program to it. For
example, PX only extracts programs consisting of a :xed constant nil. Nonetheless,
the proofs were animated using the ordinary Curry–Howard isomorphism. The moral
is that program extraction for proof animation and program extraction for proofs as
programs are essentially di0erent.
5. ProofWorks: a proof animation tool
In this section, we will brieRy describe ProofWorks, a prototype proof animation tool
under development. The details will appear elsewhere. (Details of a very early version
are in [23].) As we have noted, one of the most important targets of the proof animation
project is to :nd ways to debug proofs. We are seeking solutions by implementing
ProofWorks and making case studies with it.
5.1. Proof description language and the prover
The proof description language of ProofWorks is designed to be compatible with the
Mizar proof checker [16] as far as possible. Thus, the proof structure explained below
is essentially identical to that of Mizar. Mizar has been used to formalize a great
amount of university level mathematics. There are already Mizar libraries including
more than 2000 de:nitions of mathematical concepts and about 20 000 theorems, and
the libraries are expanding everyday. It is planned to transplant some Mizar libraries
into ProofWorks.
A ProofWorks proof article consists of two parts: the environment and the body. In
the environment, de:nitions and axioms are declared. In the body, proofs are described
as a list of statements. Roughly, a statement is a sequent of the sequent calculus LJ.
The ProofWorks proof checker is implemented with a sequent theorem prover based
on LJ. On the other hand, the proof checker of Mizar was implemented by a kind
of resolution prover. This change made the ProofWorks proofs executable for proof
animation. The present version of ProofWorks uses the realizability interpretation for
constructive logic to extract programs to animate. Thus it is limited to constructive
logic. It is planned to extend the system to classical logic using a prover for LKT=LKQ-
style classical sequent calculus [6]. The prover will be based on Tamura’s linear logic
prover and LLP language [24, 25]. Integrating a classical sequent calculus, classical
program extraction would be achieved by Ogata’s interpretation.
The method of proof checking in ProofWorks is neatly explained using the termi-
nology of sequent calculus. A ProofWorks proof script is basically a list of logical
lines consisting of formulas to be proved and labels of premises, which are logical
lines. These lines can be thought as labeled LJ-sequents. A proof does not specify any
logical inference rules. It only speci:es what sequents must be proved without a cut
rule by the prover and how they are composed using the extended cut rule used in the
proof of Fig. 1.
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Like Mizar articles, ProofWorks proof articles can be structured using frameworks
such as in the following example:
L:( x=1 or x=2 or not ( x=1 & x=2 ))
...
now per cases by L;
suppose L1:x=1;
......
thus A;
suppose L2:x=2;
......
thus A;
suppose L3:not (x=1 & x=2);
......
thus A;
end;
Although it appears as though some inference rules are speci:ed, this is only a struc-
tured way to specify a list of sequents connected by the extended cut rule. For exam-
ple, the part now per ... end; of the proof above represents a sequent with the
following formulas on the left-hand side:
x=1 or x=2 or not (x=1 & x=2);
x=1 implies A, x=2 implies A, not (x=1 & x=2) implies A
and A on the right-hand side together with three “local” sequents of x=1 implies A,
x=2 implies A, or not (x=1 & x=2) implies A to be refereed in the main
sequents above.
The prover tries to prove these four sequents without a cut rule. It is probable that the
main sequent is proved by the left disjunctive rule (disjunction elimination). However,
there is a chance that the prover may prove it in another way. For example, if formula
A is a simple tautology, it may be proved without the left disjunctive rule.
As explained above, no direct speci:cation of logical inferences is used. The prover
may not generate a proof in the way intended. This can be a problem with the Proof-
Works proof checker. In the present version of ProofWorks, the prover chooses logical
inferences that are applied according to the priority of the rules. The results so far are
good. For example, the proof in Fig. 1 is generated just as expected. However, there
might be some problems for more complicated proofs. We are looking into the proofs
that are generated involving animation, unlike Mizar. Thus the generation of readable
proofs is a very important problem yet to be solved.
5.2. Non-logical axioms
The non-logical part of the formal theory of the current version of ProofWorks is
S introduced in [22]. S is strongly oriented to :nite mathematics compared with the
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Zermelo–Frankel–Tarski set theory of Mizar. It is a constructive theory using sim-
ply typed call-by-value -calculus with conditionals and some basic types like natural
numbers, which is brieRy explained below.
5.3. Program extraction and proof-program association
A practical problem with proof animation is the problem of proof-program associa-
tion. As was pointed out in the Section 2.2 example, trace points (points to be traced)
in the text of an extracted program are expected to be speci:ed not only through the
program text, but also through the source proof text. Thus we need an association from
proofs to programs. On the other hand, an extracted program is often a good outline of
the source proof. For example, observing the de:nition of the function g in Section 2.2,
we notice that the proof uses mathematical induction and that the induction hypothe-
sis xI will be instantiated by i0 and i0 + 1. Then, we may wish to know where the
instantiation by i0 occurred in the proof text. We expect the system to take us to
the appropriate point in the proof text when we click on xI (i0) in the program text.
This requires an association from programs to proofs. The proof-program association
mechanism is now under construction. There seem to be no technical obstacles except
human interface problems.
Programs extracted by ProofWorks are simply typed call-by-value functional pro-
grams. In the present version of the system, they are terms of the system S. The types
of terms are de:ned as follows:
〈Type〉 ::=U |Nat|Bool|
(〈Type〉 → 〈Type〉)|
(〈Type〉 × · · · × 〈Type〉)|
Tree(〈Type〉)
Nat, Bool are types of natural numbers and boolean values. U is a singleton type,
whose only value is ( ). This is used to realize atomic formulas. Compounded types
〈Type〉 × 〈Type〉 , and 〈Type〉 → 〈Type〉 , Tree(〈Type〉) are direct product, function
space type trees with leaves from a given type. A version of modi:ed realizability is
used to extract programs. The realizing relation x q A (x realizes A) will be de:ned
for any variable x of the type type(A). type(A) is de:ned as follows:
(1) if A is atomic, then type(A) is U .
(2) type(A1 ∨ · · · ∨ An)= type(A1) + · · ·+ type(An):
(3) type(A1 ∧ · · · ∧ An)= type(A1)× · · · × type(An).
(4) type(A1⇒A2)= type(A1)→ type(A2).
(5) type(∀v1 ∈C1; : : : ; vn ∈Cn:A)= type(C1)× · · · × type(Cn)→ type(A).
(6) type(∃v1 ∈C1; : : : ; vn ∈Cn:A)= type(C1)× · · · × type(Cn)× type(A).
The direct sum type(A1) + · · · + type(An) not included in the types of S is easily
simulated using the direct product of the members and an index natural number.
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Then the realizing relation x q A is de:ned as follows:
(1) if A is atomic, then x q A is x=( ) ∧ A,
(2) x q A1 ∨ · · · ∨ An is ∃i:∃r:(x= inj i(r) ∧ r q Ai),
(3) x q A1 ∧ · · · ∧ An is #1(x) q A1 ∧ · · · ∧ #n(x) q An,
(4) if A is A1⇒A2, then x q A is
(A1 ⇒ A2) ∧ ∀y ∈ type(A1):(y q A1 ⇒ x(y) q A2);
(5) if A is ∀v1 ∈C1; : : : ; vn ∈Cn :A, then x q A is
∀v1 ∈ C1; : : : ; vn ∈ Cn:x(v1; : : : ; vn) q A;
(6) if A is ∃v1 ∈C1; : : : ; vn ∈Cn :A, then x q A is
∃v1 ∈ C1; : : : ; vn ∈ Cn; u ∈ type(A):(〈v1; : : : ; vn; u〉 = x ∧ u q A):
The de:nition is fairly standard and will be self-explanatory. We only comment that
inji is the jth injection and it is a q-realizability.
Unlike the case for proofs as programs, it is not necessary to use q-realizability for
proof animation. In the case of proofs as programs, q-realizability was used to guar-
antee that the extracted code meets the speci:cation in the sense of standard Tarskian
semantics rather than BHK-interpretation of constructive logic (see [12]). However,
there are no essential reasons to keep the semantics compatible to classical semantics
in a proof animation system. BHK-interpretation is only used to debug proofs. In the
product, a proof, there are no remnants of the interpretation. Thus it is suNcient that
a proof animator understands BHK-interpretation, not the users. The proof animation
example in this paper is not a0ected by changing the clause (4) to realizability without
the standard truth ∀y∈ type(A1) :(y q A1⇒ x(y) q A2).
5.4. Simpli9cation of the extracted terms
ProofWorks can simplify programs extracted using an algorithm developed by Shii
[22], based on the type theoretic pruning method of [2]. This simpli:cation corresponds
to the optimizations in the PX system.
Unlike the PX system, simpli:cation (optimization) of programs is not done in
extraction time. If simpli:cation of PX is performed, the extracted program in
Section 2.2 becomes ( ). It is information overkill. However, it is also unnecessary
to keep all the program text extracted from proofs. For example, the structure of the
program p in Section 2.2 is not used for the proof animation. The proof  is not very
simple and thus p is rather complicated.
Simpli:cation in ProofWorks is used to simplify such unnecessary parts in programs.
It is important that the deleted information is recoverable. For example, one may mis-
takenly delete information in the lemmas on groups A and B instead of p’s. (We
did not, since we assumed that  is a complete proof.) After a trace, one may have
second thoughts, recover the complete program, and suppress p’s computation instead.
Furthermore, it is sometimes necessary to :nd an occurrence of ( ), which is a token
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of a suppressed part of a program that was part of the original program. Although sim-
pli:cation algorithms are not yet incorporated into ProofWorks, they are expected to
be implemented easily, since the simpli:cation method is based on a neat-type theory.
6. Proof engineering
Finally, we would like to point out that proof animation is not the only application
of Curry–Howard isomorphism to formal proof development. Testing programs and
animation of software engineering speci:cations are transferable to deduction animation
and statement animation. Similarly, many notions from software development may be
transferred into formal proof developments in the same vein.
For example, Hagiya’s idea of “proving by example” [9] may be considered a transfer
of “programming by example”. He has also pointed out the possibility of generating
test cases for proof animations as test case generation from formal speci:cations. The
work of Catherine Parent [18] has presented a notable tactic for generating a proof
outline from given programs. It has been implemented in the Coq system and is in
use. It is also an application of Curry–Howard isomorphism in the direction of “from
programs to proofs”. Combining her idea and proof animation may be promising.
Curry–Howard isomorphism makes it possible to systematically transfer techniques
from software engineering to formal proof development. Even the terminology
“software engineering” can be transferred. We can call the technology of formal proof
development proof engineering. Software engineering is a technology for building soft-
ware and accumulating software libraries. Proof engineering is a technology for building
formal proofs and accumulating proof libraries.
Presently, proof engineering appears to be far behind software engineering. The
interfaces of proof systems have only recently begun to draw attention. Proof engi-
neering appears to share many things with software engineering. Therefore, it may be
pro:table to import software engineering ideas to proof engineering systematically by
Curry–Howard isomorphism.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced the notion of proof animation. Proof animation is a new
application of Curry–Howard isomorphism to formal proof development. We examined
possible applications and problems of proof animation, and reported on the ProofWorks
animation tool under development. Proof animation is still in its infancy. Although we
have already obtained some positive results, such as the trace example reported in this
paper, more extensive case studies must be conducted.
A possible and seemingly very important application of proof animation is its appli-
cation to mathematics education. It is said that the younger generation dislikes proofs
(see the end of [14]). The proof animation project can provide motivation by making
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proofs come alive. “Animation” means to bring things to life. Mathematicians animate
proofs in their minds. Quite often, understanding and :nding proofs are the results of
such animation, and not the product of syntactic and symbolic thinking. Just as com-
puter graphics and simulation can animate geometric intuition on a display, we need
to animate proofs, which students perceive as dull and static subjects. In this respect,
cooperation with computer mathematics systems like Mathematica is inevitable.
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